
TABLE 3 ( CONDENSED VERSION) 

LANGUAGE SKILLS (OBJECTIVE TESTS) 

DOMAIN 1: LANGUAGE COMPREHENSION AND EXPRESSION 

AREA 1: WORDS AND SENTENCES I 
CLUSTER 1: USING CORRECT FORMS OF WORDS (4 Outcomes) 

CLUSTER 2: USING WORDS WITH APPROPRIATE MEANING (2 Outcomes) 

CLUSTER 3: CONSTRUCTING SIMPLE SENTENCES (6 Outcomes) 

AREA 2: COMPOSITION 

CLUSTER 1: JOINING SENTENCES (5 Outcomes) 

CLUSTER 2: COMPOSING PARAGRAPHS (5 Outcomes) 

CLUSTER 3: USING IDIOMS (2 Outcomes) 

DOMAIN 2: MECHANICS OF LANGUAGE 

AREA 1: SPELLING 

CLUSTER 1: SPELLING BY APPLYING RULES (3 Outcomes) 

CLUSTER 2: SPELLING IRREGULAR AND DERIVED WORDS (2 Outcomes) 

AREA 2: PUNCTUATION AND CAPITALIZATION 

CLUSTER 1: PUNCTUATION (6 Outcomes) 

CLUSTER 2: CAPITALIZATION (3 Outcomes) 

The Minnesota Council of Teachers of English is pleased to 

announce an Award Program, beginning in the fall of 1983, for 

quality articles published in the Minnesota English Journal. 

!*******1HE-**********1HE-********************************** 
! Cash prizes of $75.00 each will be awarded at the ! 
* * ! Annual Spring Conference to the authors of award- ! 
* * ! winning articles in each of the following categories:i 
***********************************************1HE-***1HE-*! 

- a description, explanation, or evaluation of a successful 

method, assignment, or curriculum for teaching English language 

or literature. 
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'O!beoieticar or ~ritital: 
a discussion that advances our understanding of the study of 

language arts (reading, writing, speaking, listening) or litera

ture (or a particular work), or of the teaching of language and 

literature, or of the relationship of the study of language and 

literature to life and culture. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Authors should follow standard Minnesota English Journal sub-

mission rules. The MCTE Publications Board will serve as 

judges. All articles published in MEJ will be considered 

eligible, though the Publications Board reserves the right NOT to 

grant an award if, in its judgment, none of the published 

articles meet the award's criteria or its standard of excellence. 

MINNESOTA COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH 

I'VE ALWAYS WANTED TO READ 

by Jeannine Bohlmeyer 

April may be the cruelest month, but a January interim is the 

most fun for teaching. Last January I taught a course called 

"I've Always Wanted to Read __ ." The blank was for a lifetime 

reading plan in great literature. Students made long lists of the 

great literature they'd like to read and then spent about thirty 

hours a week working on that reading list . Class time--the other 

ten or twelve hours a week for the course--involved the reading 

in common of some short pieces from To Read Literature edited by 

Donald Hall. We used the common readings as a basis for dis

cussion of techni~ues for reading and analysis of literature. We 

also read and discussed supplementary materials from Reading 

Slowly by James Sire, How to Read 2' Book by Mortimer Adler, and 

Good Reading edited by J. Sherwood Weber. On some days we 

listened to literature, especially poetry, and heard reports from 
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student groups who had read similar works. The net result 

vital, enjoyable experience--mind and feeling involved in 

solitary reading and in sociable discussion, 

was a 

The course attracted two kinds of students, about a dozen of 

each kind. Some really liked reading and looked on the course as 

an opportunity to spend a month reading and reading and reading. 
The others had not ad h f re muc o anything except textbooks but 

thought they'd like to. All were self-selected; two students 

dropped the course on the first day because they hated reading, 

They apparently hadn't read the course title. 

Credit requirements included reading a minimum of 2500 pages 

of great literature (no reading in other disciplines or in merely 

popular material for the purposes of this course) with a dis

cursive bibliographical essay and some oral reports, The page 

goal was based on a reading aloud rate of twenty-five pages per 

hour and the assumption that silent reading goes at least that 

fast. It turned out not to be a useful goal since amounts of 

reading were much higher, an average of 3098, Students who were 
taking the course for a conventional ad gr e averaged 3225 pages 
and those who chose a pass/fail basis averaged 2844. 

Reaction to the course was highly favorable. End of course 

interviews with each student reported good · experiences. All 
planned future reading, most having a book ready for the long 

weekend between interim and spring term, one planning a scheduled 

daily reading time for spring term, and almost everyone speaking 

longingly of being able to read next summer. Several students 

glowed with the accomplishment of reading a number of "whole 

books all the way through." Others discovered what no one could 
tell them meaningfully--that th 1 · e c assics aren't classics because 
they're boring. One student interested in political science 

rushed into my office to ask, "Did you know that The Scarlet 

Letter is about the difference between law and justice?" 

Students infected each other, both through class reports and 

in the informal conversations. They read 128 different works. 

More students (12) read Wuthering Heights than any other single 

selection, largely as the result of an effective student report. 

Eight different Dickens novels t accoun ed for 23 selections, with 
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some students reading several of Dickens·• works. Ten reports 

involved various Steinbeck novels; nine students read Jane Eyre 

and six read Tess of the D'Urbervilles. Eight students chose 

five different Twain works. Some students grouped their choices 

1 around a single author, within a period or genre, or in relation 

to some specific interest. One young man read Paradise Lost, 

Pilgrim's Progress, and The Divine Comedy to see what those works 

had in common, Other authors who proved popular were Jane .· 

Austen, George Eliot, Ernest Hemingway, Flannery O'Connor, William 

Shakespeare, and J.R.B. Tolkien. Several students read Russian 

novels, mostly Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, Solzhenitsyn, and reported to 

the group. 

Almost all the students reported gains in reading skills, 

not so much in speed as in comprehension and in intelligent 

analysis and heightened appreciation. Many reported a re

acquaintance with the joys of reading, with the pleasures of 

experiencing another's world. Quite a few responded to suggestions 

in their supplementary readings that they experience the whole 

novel without trying to analyze each detail until they had the 

scope of the whole work before them. Some had read almost no 

fiction and were surprised to find that it contained .the flesh 

and life of the skeletons they had met in theoretical courses. 

Almost all said it was fun to read material of their own choosing, 

{ at their own pace, and still be doing the work of a course. 

While a class like this is ideally suited to the interim 

period that allows concentration on one thing, it might be 

adapted to a high school setting where one day a week would be 

used for discussion of skills and reports on reading and the 

other class days left free for reading itself. It might also be 

used in a college setting along with other courses, perhaps 

being less effective because less intensive but simulating the 

problem of making time to keep up a lifetime reading plan along 

with other responsibilities, duties, and pleasures, In intensive 

or extensive formats, it seems to be a way to introduce students 

to a stimulating, broad experience in the liberal arts. It's a 

course I hope to teach again, 
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AN NCTE CO-SPONSORED MEETING 

National Colloquium on English Language Arts and the 

Social Studies, January 13-14, 1984, Holiday Inn, Livonia, 

Minnesota (Near Detroit Metro Airport) Registration: $56,00. 

For: Elementary and Secondary Classroom Teachers; 

School Administrators; College Professors in English and 

the Social Studies; Supervisors; Department Chairs; 
Publishers. 

Sessions On: Social Studies, English and the Humanities; 

Language Arts in Secondary Social Studies; Computers and 

Interdisciplinary Studies; Integration in Elementary 

Language Arts and Social Studies; The Essentials of English 

and Social Studies; The "Global" Approach to World Issues 

and Cultures; English and Social Studies in Multicultural 

Education; Mino~ity Studies; Censorship; Pressure Groups, 

The two disciplines have much in common in content, 

methodology and professional concerns. Todays's world 

requires a fresh look at the operating paradigms for these 

two disciplines. This colloquium will bring together 

national leaders from both disciplines to address common 

concerns and consult with workshop participants. 

Speakers Will Include: Stephen Tchudi, President, 

and Sheila Fitzgerald, President-elect, National Council 

of Teachers of English; Stan Wronski, Former President, 

National Council for the Social Studies; L, Jane 

Christensen, Associate Executive Director, NCTE; Charlotte 

Anderson, Author and Staff Member of American Bar 

Association; Daniel Roselle, Author and Former Editor, 

Social Education; Charlotte Brooks, Author and Former 
President, NCTE, 

For further information and registration forms write: 

1984 Colloquium on English Language Arts and the Social 

Studies, National Council of Teachers of English, 1111 

Kenyon Road, Urbana, Illinois 61801. 

Sponsored jointly by the National Council of Teachers 

of English and the National Council for the Social Studies. 

I 

I 

CHARACTERISTICS OF ADULT STUDENTS' WRITING 

by Miriam Meyers 

At the 1982 NCTE Convention in Washington, D.C., Richard Larson 

reported on "Where We Have Been Going and Are Going Now in Writing 

about Composition," presumably from his vantage point as editor 

of College Composition and Communication. In his list of five 

items, he included "Studies o u ri es, f Ad lt W ·tr· who they are, what 

special problems they present, and how they can best be approached." 

This interested me because I have been working with what is 

called the returning adult student for twelve years, both in 

writing courses and in other courses in which I place high 

priority on helping students improve their writing. Our writing 

faculty, moreover, keep an eye on the literature in composition, 

nd ted Searches on adult students' writing, and some of us have co uc 

with poor results. 

Much of the research now being reported focusses on what 

adults write on the job, Work in this vein, such as that by 

Odell and Goswami (1981), Van Dyck (1980), and Loris (1982) is 

certainly helpful to us as we think about the situations in 

which our students are most likely to apply what they take away 

from writing instruction, It is not particularly useful, though, 

t th k·11 and needs adult students in directing our attention o es J. s 

bring when they 

My purpose 

returning adult 

come· to us for help. 

here is to add to our sparse knowledge of who 

students are and what their writing is like by 

reporting on some research I have begun on Metropolitan State 

University's diagnostic testing program. 

A word about Metro U is in order. 

The Minnesota Legislature established this upper di vision 

institution in May of 1971. Metro U students are older than the 

22-year-olds and are fully employed, inside 

home, as well as involved, as adults are wont 

traditional 18- to 

or outside of the 

to be, in various other activities. They need flexible, indi

vidualized educational programs that allow them to complete their 

B.A. degrees in ways that take account of their lives and are 

respectful of their previous education. 
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